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Malay Language - Apps
Apps can be downloaded from Google Play Store & iTunes App Store

1. Lagenda Singapura 

(Simulation Game)

2. Cerita Rakyat 

Nusantara (e-book)

3. Pintar Kata 

(Word Search)

4. Kamus Pro 

(Online Dictionary)



Legenda Singapura
The app features six well-known Singaporean legends and is 

suitable for both school and home use. It aims to enrich 

vocabulary and language skills.

1. Reading Section * Includes three formats “Listen to the 

Story”, "My Reading," and "Read Aloud." You can read and 

record their readings in this section.

2 . Game Section. Based on the story, ten words are selected 

for spelling practice. 

3. Proverb Section: Each story incorporates three proverbs 

selected from the Malay language curriculum for primary 

schools.



Cerita Rakyat Nusantara

Every Malay Folklore story has three sections.

Dengar Cerita - students can listen to the story narrated by the 

storyteller.

Bacaan Saya - students can record their readings and listen to the 

recorded readings.

Bacakan Saya - students can read along with the storyteller.

Post-reading Activities:

There are also three post-reading activities, namely:

● Reading a two-line rhyme related to the story that has been read.

● Vocabulary game as a spelling exercise. 

● Simple comprehension questions 



Pintar Kata

The "Pintar Kata" app is a game designed to stimulate the

expansion of players' vocabulary. In addition to utilizing existing

knowledge, players can identify new vocabulary through

exploration and experimentation. Give it a try!



Kamus Pro 

Now, you can learn English and Malay anywhere!

Kamus Pro now runs on your Android smartphones 

and tablets. You can take Kamus Dewan Edisi 

Keempat, Kamus Inggeris Melayu Dewan and other 

dictionaries with you, wherever you go.

KEY FEATURES

✓ Kamus Dewan Edisi Keempat. The most 

authoritative Malay-Malay dictionary from Dewan 

Bahasa dan Pustaka.

✓ Kamus Inggeris Melayu Dewan. One of the best 

English-Malay dictionary, officially from DBP.



Tamil Language - Apps and Website

App

(iOS and 

Android)

- Listen to and read short stories

- Play games

Primary 

1 & 2
- Play games to build your

vocabulary



App

(iOS and 

Android)

- Listen to Tamil Nursery Rhymes

- Listen to stories

Primary 

1 - 4

- Read stories

Primary 

3 - 6
- Word search to build your

vocabulary



App

(iOS and 

Android)

- Read news curated by youths in

'இளையர் குரல்'

(‘Youth’s Voice’) section

- Build your vocabulary from the

'தினம் ஒருச ொல்'

(‘A word a day’) section

Primary 

3 - 6

Website

- Read stories by choosing

the level of difficulty

- You would need to sign up using

your google email to access

the stories

Primary 

1 - 6

https://storyweaver.org.in/en/
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